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Demonstrate skills + knowledge
*use tools + equipment safely, with some ability, to produce an acceptable product

*use sensory vocabulary + understanding of working characteristics, provenance and presentation to evaluate products 
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Claw grip Arch thumb and index finger. Cut underneath arch Make it Stick

Routines:
Preparation of self

Preparation of benches
Washing + drying up

Work area organisation

Skills: 
Regular practice

Bridge hold Tuck fingers back in a claw. Cut in front of knuckle

Peeling Angle peeler to 'catch on' to the ingredient. Push away from you

Slicing Knife at 45* angle. Point on board. Pull toward you

Grilling Intense radiant heat from a hot element either above or below food

Rubbing In method Fat is rubbed into flour using fingertips. Used for crumble, pastry

Using the cooker Main parts: hob, grill, oven, dials, timer, shelves

Weigh / measure Accuracy affects outcome.  1000g in 1kg. 100ml in 1 litre. 3 tsp = 1 tbsp. 

Tolerance Acceptable difference either side specified weight in a recipe eg +/- 1gram

Words to learn
Ingredients
Appearance

Texture
Flavour
Flour

Margarine
Vegetable
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n Success criteria Basic standards expected to be met when making a product 

Sensory words Words used to describe a food's appearance, taste, texture and smell

Quality control A standard that needs to be checked + met at each stage of producing a product
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n Nutrients Chemicals found in food which give the body nourishment + perform specific tasks

Macronutrients Corbohydrates (Starch, sugar, fibre), proteins (animal + vegetable), fats (solid + liquid)

Micronutrients Vitamins; B, C, D, A, K, E , Minerals eg iron, calcium. Trace elements eg zinc, flouride

Equipment
Paring knife

Chopping board
Sieve

Saucepan
Grater

Measuring jug
Digital scales
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Bacteria Microscopic living organisms that can be harmful to health

Personal hygiene Acts of cleanliness to minimise contamination - Hand washing, apron, tie up hair

Food safety routines Sanitising bench, clean as you go, washing + drying up procedures, correct storage

Cross contamination Transfer of harmful bacteria to food from other foods, equipment or people

Danger zone 5-63*C; the temperatues between which bacteria can reproduce quickly. 

Storage temperatures Fridge: 0-5*C. Freezer: -18*C. Chill to below 8*C within 90 minutes

Hazard / risk biological, chemical or physical agent that could cause risk to health 

4 Cs of food safety cooking, cleaning, chilling, cross contamination (separating)
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e Conduction Heat is transferred to food by directly touching equipment. Energy then moves through food

Convection Current created in liquid/gas as molecules nearest heat, rise up + replaced by cooler ones 

Radiation Transfer of energy through air by infra-red or micro waves to heat food. 

Apply knowledge
Correct fridge storage

Clean as you go
Sources of contamination
Food poisoning bacteriaC
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e Allergy When a food substance triggers a damaging immune response in the body 

Fairtrade Partnership that provides farmers with a better deal when selling produce. 

Preference The way in which people. choose from available commodities dependent on their needs
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ce Seasonality Time of year when the harvest or flavour of a food is naturally at its peak Wider reading
Food a fact of Life website

BnF youtube videos
Food miles Distance travelled by food commodities from producer to consumer - farm to fork

Buy local Buying food that has been farmed or produced in local area, region or country


